
Picture This Production Services Internship Program Now Interviewing

Our goal at Picture This is to equip all interns with production knowledge and real world 
experience. This program is the perfect transition for graduates or those who have related 
studies with a focus on film or media courses. Our experienced staff will guide you through our 
program focusing on camera, audio, grip and lighting equipment, studio prep, studio production 
and etiquette, live event equipment, event production and technology. Upon completion of the 
program you will have a better understanding of customer service, industry standards and 
networking opportunities. Our primary goal is for every intern to have acquired the skills and 
experience to begin a career in their chosen field of production.

Picture This provides the best intern program in Oregon. Here are just some statements from 
graduated interns: 

“The rotation between equipment, studio and live events worked out really well because it let me 
learn new things every week.”

“The sheer amount of information to learn really drove me to take in as much as possible from 
everyone.”

“I really believe this is an excellent way to network and shake hands. I would absolutely 
recommend it. It’s a great tool to make sure you know it’s where you want to be.”

“I can say without question that I am leaps and bounds ahead of where I was before I started. It 
has helped me so much in shaping a path for where I want to go next”.

“Everyone in every department is awesome. Thank you for everything”.

Please send resumes with a portfolio, website or demo reel to eq@pixthis.com with the subject 
line: “Internship Application - YOUR NAME”.

This is a 6 month, 2 or 3 day commitment no pay intern Program. College intern/work credits 
may apply. 
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